
Feminine Frequency
Your High Converting VSL Link:

https://hop.clickbank.net/?affiliate=CLICKBANKID&vendor=femfreq

New! Text Version Link:
https://hop.clickbank.net/?affiliate=CLICKBANKID&vendor=femfreq&cbpage=text

New! FB Friendly Version Link:
https://hop.clickbank.net/?affiliate=CLICKBANKID&vendor=femfreq&cbpage=fb

Offer name: Feminine Frequency support@TryFeminineFrequency.com
Author name: Alexis Watts
EPC: $1.50+ EPC to our in-house list. Easy sales!

Commission Plan
Front End: Feminine Frequency $27 (75%)
Upsell 1: Advanced Meditation Bundle $37 (50%)
Upsell 2: Wealth Accelerator Subliminal Videos $37 (50%)
Upsell 3: Unlimited Success Subliminal Software $37 (50%)

Highest Converting Email Swipes:

SUBJ: why can’t I manifest?
SUBJ: they’ll be jealous of your manifestations

If you’ve ever felt depressed on social media…

...or ENVIOUS of a friend.

Then here’s your cure:

http://www.tryfemininefrequency.com


==> This Makes You Irresistible To The Universe’s Blessings

Thousands of women who discovered this manifesting secret, now live the
life they’ve always dreamed of...

...instead of a life they were simply settling for.

If you’re truly ready to receive the Universe’s limitless blessings…

Then click the link below now:

==> Nothing will stop you from living your best life

Best,
Sign Off

PS - Can’t manifest? Do this (but only with your eyes closed).

SUBJ: ‘The Secret’ is BS
SUBJ: bad things happen after manifesting?

If your life isn’t filled with abundance…

Or if BAD things happen when you manifest…

Then watch this:

==> Must Watch - Do This To Change Your Luck Forever

But if you’re looking for more Law of Attraction BS, then this is not for you.

Because what you’re about to discover turns ‘The Secret’ on its head.



Once you discover this one missing “secret ingredient” to manifesting...

...then you’ll be able to manifest in a way that most never have.

==> The (REAL) Secret To Attract An Abundance of Money And Health

Best,
Sign Off

P.S.  When Alexis Watts tried this manifesting secret, she manifested a
promotion (and a husband) fast. Hear her tell it in her own words

SUBJ: Law of attraction keeps you broke
SUBJ: what’s worse: The Secret or Positive Thinking?

Manifestation “gurus” are DUMBFOUNDED by this new study:

===> This Manifestation Secret Left Gurus Speechless (Try This
Tonight!)

It explains exactly why the Law of Attraction doesn’t work.

And why you need to do the exact OPPOSITE of what “gurus” claim:

===> Get all the details in this eye-opening video - before it’s too late!

Best,
Sign Off

SUBJ: visualization keeps you broke



SUBJ: don’t visualize until you do this (warning)

It’s no secret that you have to visualize to manifest, right?

Well it turns out that’s not only WRONG…

...but it might actually be keeping you broke.

==> Why visualization keeps you broke (what to do instead)

And once you do this one thing…

...it will literally turn on the tap to abundance.

Making a flow of money and love come rushing in.

Here’s what I’m talking about:

==> The Universe won’t resist sending you money after you do this

Best,
Sign Off

SUBJ: You’ve Been Blocked
SUBJ: Claim Your Blessing

This may not sound fair, because it’s not.

But did you know that you can do everything “manifestation gurus” tell you
to do…

But if you mess up this ONE thing, your blessings will be blocked?



==> The “Secret Ingredient” to manifest money fast

The really cool thing is, once you start using this “secret ingredient”...

...you can start manifesting on-command.

In fact, everyone will be baffled by your sudden change in luck.

But only you will know why. Check it out here:

==> Claim your financial blessing here

Best,
Sign Off


